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„Our innovative strength 
and technological 
know-how strengthen 
our position on the 
market.“

 



Dear partners,

Foreword

For 75 years, we’ve been bringing greater efficiency 
and reliability to the construction industry through 
ground-breaking innovations and the best quality. As 
our valued customer, you have our support throughout 
every stage of your construction project. From planning 
and design to on-site support on the construction site 
until the project’s successful completion, we are a 
strong partner at your side – in any part of the world.

Our wide range of plastic plugs, steel anchors, che-
mical fixing systems and screws also includes system 
solutions perfectly tailored to your applications. We’re 
also driving digitalisation in the construction industry by 
providing you with project planning support through our 
engineering services, BIM solutions and many more 
digital services. But that’s not all: Our BauBot construc-
tion robot enables autonomous drilling on the cons-
truction site, while our fischer Construction Monitoring 
sensor innovation provides an efficient IoT solution for 
monitoring prestressing forces in fixings. 

With our products and services, you can also master 
any fastening situation while installing photovoltaic 
systems, from smaller installations around the home to 
large-scale industrial facilities. The extensive spectrum 
includes systems for various roof types and covers 
as well as different solar panel layouts and directions. 
Rails, roof hooks, clamps, double threaded screws 
and other accessories form the ideal system solution 
for installers and system providers of PV modules and 
systems. 

Thanks to the high quality of the products, our fixing 
solutions guarantee lasting safety and functionality of 
the solar installation throughout its entire lifespan. Our 
systems furthermore guarantee that PV modules and 
solar thermal panels can be installed quickly and safely 
without requiring a large amount of specialist tools or 
major alterations to the roof. In short, our products and 

services enable clients to drive the energy transition 
while ensuring sustainable building maintenance and 
reducing operating costs.

Returning to the subject of digitalisation: Our new 
SOLARPANEL-FIX software in our FiXperience suite 
makes planning and calculating installation systems 
for photovoltaics simple. By locating the construction 
site through geolocalisation, the tool calculates snow 
and wind loads, among other things. As a result, the 
software generates a full parts list for creating the PV 
substructure, assembly instructions as well as verifica-
tion of the calculations.

This catalogue is designed to be a valuable companion 
in your daily work and to help you find the best solar 
fixings. We hope you enjoy reading this catalogue and 
using our products! 

Andreas Voll 

CEO of the fischer Group of Companies

 Catalogue Solarsystems · Foreword
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A brand and its
promise to perform.

Safety that connects. Decisive quality

We don’t make any compromises when it comes to the 
safety of our products. A whole host of our products 
are distinguished by comprehensive, up-to-date and 
international approvals. The fischer product range is 
well-positioned in all sectors of fixing technology – 
Steel, Nylon and Chemical fixings. In awardwinning 
quality which continues to impress both professional 
clients and private customers with equal measure.

International approvals characterise many of 
our products.

„Whoever chooses fischer  
receives more than a range of  
safe products. The aim is to 
always develop the best soluti-
ons for our customers across the  
globe.“ Besides the innovative products, this 

predominantly concerns support that is 
focused on the customer, and services 
designed to improve customer benefit.

Continious improvement

The fischer ProzessSystem (fPS) we ensure that we  
areadapting and optimising our processes in line 
with customer requirements in a fl exible manner  
and on a continuous basis. 

C E
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Deutscher 
Nachhaltigkeitspreis 2020

Deutscher

SIEGER
Großunternehmen

We take responsibility

Our active environment management  
policy means that we are helping to  
maintain an intact environment for our 
generation and for those that follow. The 
environment management policy at the
Tumlingen site has been certified in line 
with DIN EN ISO 14001.  
It fills us with particular pride that in 2020 
we have received the most important and 
largest award in Europe in the field of  
sustainability: the German Sustainability 
Award - category large companies.  
This was in recognition of our holistic  
approach and the strategic anchoring of 
our sustainability management.
With our greenline products we have 
launched the first range of fixings on  
the market that is based on renewable  
raw materials to more than 50%.

Our service to you

We are a reliable partner, one that will stand 
at your side and address your individual 
requirements with advice and action:
 · Our products range from chemical  

systems to steel anchors through to 
plastic anchors.

 · Competence and innovation through own 
research, development and production. 

 · Global presence and active sales service 
in over 100 countries.

 · Qualified technical consulting for 
economical and compliant fastening 
solutions. Also on-site at the construction 
site requested.

 · Training sessions, some with accredita-
tion, at your premises or at the fischer 
academy.

 · Design and construction software for 
demanding applications.

Always on the pulse of time

At fischer, innovation is more than just 
a sum of the patents. We are open to 
new things and are prepared for change 
– always with the aim of off ering our 
customers the greatest possible benefits. 
Over the years, our own development and 
production sites have been developing  
numerous fixing solutions for the most 
wideranging applications. Be it new  
production procedures or materials, such 
as renewable raw materials: We are  
carrying out the research for your safety 
and will continue to do so in the future. 
This gives us such great flexibility that we 
can even develop tailor-made customer 
solutions. This power to innovate has seen 
fischer become market leader in anchor 
technology and the fixing industry.

GreenLine assortment 
based on 50%  
regrowing raw materials

German Sustainability 
Award

Lean & Green Management 
Award

Plus X Award – 
Sustainability

German Green Brand 
Award 
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Pitched roofs with tile or slate covering
The fischer range for fastening photovoltaic systems on pitched roofs with 
tiles or slates allows the installation of modules on roofs with or without 
ventilation strips, thanks to a complete range of hooks and screws.

Pitched roofs with standing seam covering
The fischer system for photovoltaic installations on pitched roofs 
with standing seam covering involves the use of rails and clamps 
that guarantee the fastening of the panels both in portrait and 
landscape orientation.

Pitched roofs with corrugated sheets covering
The fischer fastening system with double thread screws with sealing 
gasket is ideal for photovoltaic installations on pitched roofs covered 
with corrugated sheets in different materials like fibre cement.

Pitched roofs with trapezoidal metal sheets covering
The fischer mounting system for trapezoidal metal sheets covering 
is arranged into a full range of products to ensure the installation of 
photovoltaic panels on residential, commercial and industrial roofs.

Mounting systems
for pitched roofs.

Discover the new SOLARPANEL-FIX calculation software
SOLARPANEL-FIX is an Online module of the FiXperience Suite for the design of 
mounting systems for photovoltaic panels. It supports professionals in the design 
of the photovoltaic substructure through a clear and logical flow.
The software allows to automatically calculate the actions of snow and wind 
loads through the geolocation of the construction site. In addition, it allows to 
download the bill of materials to create the substructure, the installation plan and a 
technical report.
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Mounting systems
for flat and special roofs.

Customized solutions for special roof shapes
The aluminium customizable system for photovoltaic panels allows 
to create structures adaptable to any type of roof shape.

Steel systems for flat roofs
The fischer mounting system for photovoltaic panels with steel profiles 
allows to create customized structures of any extension and slope.

Triangles structures for flat roofs
This system provides fast and long lasting installations thanks to a 
range of products for low load bearability roofs.

The new SOLARPANEL-FIX 
design software
for free.

Find out more information at 
https://software.solar-fix.com
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Hooks
Hooks in aluminium and steel, available in fixed and adjustable variants, for fastening and supporting photovoltaic and solar systems 
on pitched roofs.

RH AL
Aluminium hook with fixed base for the 
installation of PV panels on pitched tile 
roofs without ventilation layer.

RH V AL / RH H AL
Aluminium hook with thin base for the 
installation of PV panels on pitched tile 
roofs with ventilation layer of variable 
thickness.

RH VB AL / RH HB AL
Aluminium hook with 3 adjustment 
positions for the installation of PV 
systems on tiled roofs with ventilation 
strips of variable thickness.

LAB AL
Angle connection bracket for the 
installation of landscape oriented PV 
panels on pitched roofs with tiles.

GTPR
Stainless steel hook for building 
structures for PV systems on roof tiles 
with a total thickness of up to 30 mm 
without ventilation strip.

GT
Stainless steel hook ideal to engage the 
load-bearing part of the support in case 
of discontinuous structures.

DLA
Stainless steel hook for building 
structures for PV systems on standing 
seam roofs. Suitable for flat seaming.

DLAK
Stainless steel hook for building 
structures for PV systems on standing 
seam roofs. Suitable for Kalzip standing 
seam.

Rails
High-performance universal aluminium rails for photovoltaic installations.

SolarLight
33 mm high aluminium rail for mounting 
systems for PV panels, particularly 
suitable for building structures on 
pitched roofs with supporting points 
close to each other.

SolarFish
Aluminium rail for building structures 
for PV systems. The 44 mm high cross-
section makes it particularly versatile 
for systems to be built on both flat and 
pitched roofs.

SolarMid
Aluminium rail with increased 
83 mm high cross-section that makes 
it particularly suitable to optimize the 
number of supports to the roof in case 
of heavy stress forces acting.

SolarMetal
Aluminium rail for building structures 
for PV systems on trapezoidal metal 
sheet roofs. The section is optimised 
for allowing the landscape layout of the 
panels.

SolarFlat
Aluminium rail designed to allow PV 
systems on flat or sloping roofs with 
trapezoidal metal sheets and
with orthogonal fastening.

CPN AL
Compatible with SolarLight, SolarFish 
and SolarMid rails, this joint allows to 
connect two rails making them work 
together.

PXC
Aluminium bracket that allows to 
connect two overlapping Solar rails with 
an angle of 90° to create a crossed 
subframe.

Assortment
overview.
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Clamps
Universal and pre-assembled clamps in aluminium for PV modules of various thicknesses.

PM U - PMC U
The universal clamp for PV panels from 
30 to 50 mm thickness, which can 
be used both as central clamp or end 
clamp.

PM
Pre-assembled clamp for PV panels with 
aluminium frame. Available in different 
variants depending on the thickness of 
the PV panel.

M
Non-assembled clamp, available in 
different variants depending on the 
thickness of the PV panel.

MG
Non-assembled clamp for fastening 
frameless glass PV panels. Available in 
different lengths and in two thickness 
variants.

Double-threaded screws
Double-threaded screws with sealing gasket.

STSI
Double-threaded screw for fastening PV 
systems on corrugated panel or faux-
barrel tile roofs with a steel load-bearing 
structure.

STSR
Double-threaded screw for PV 
installations on corrugated panel roofs 
with a wooden or fibre cement load-
bearing structure.

MW
Angle brackets in stainless steel for 
the connection of the double-threaded 
screws with the Solar rails or for the 
connection of two overlapping Solar rails 
crossed at 90°.

SSP-SSP SPEED
Flat brackets for connecting Solar rails. 
Both SSP and SSP SPEED are available 
respectively in two variants with hole for 
M10 bars or with hole for M12 bars.

Triangles
Pre-assembled triangular frames with variable inclination for fastening PV modules, with either horizontal or vertical layout.

STFS
Compact triangular frame for installing 
PV systems in a lowered position on 
flat roofs with panels arranged in a 
landscape layout.

STFN
Triangular frame for flat roofs, suitable 
also for large PV panels with both 
portrait and landscape layout.
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Selection guide
for your perfect system.

Hooks Triangles

RH AL RH V AL / 
RH H AL

RH VB AL / 
RH HB AL

LAB AL GTPR GT DLA DLAK STFS STFN

Roofs

● ● ● ● ● ● — — — —

Pitched roof with tiles or slate covering

— — — — — — — — — —

Pitched roofs with corrugated sheets 
covering

— — — — — — ● ● — —

Pitched roofs with standing seam covering

— — — — — — — — — —

Pitched roofs with trapezoidal metal sheets 
covering

— — — — — — — — ● ●

Triangles structures for flat roofs

— — — — — — — — — —

Steel systems for flat roofs

— — — — — — — — — —

Custom solutions for special shapes
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Rails Clamps Double-threaded screws

SolarLight SolarFish SolarMid SolarMetal SolarFlat CPN AL PXC PM U - 
PMC U

PM M MG STSI STSR MW SSP

● ● — — — ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● — —

● ● — — — ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

● ● — — — ● ● ● ● ● ● — — ● —

— — — ● ● — ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

— ● — — — — — ● ● ● ● — — — —

— — — — — — — ● ● — — — — — —

— — ● — — — ● ● ● ● ● — — ● ●
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Pre-assembled adjustable clamps  
PM U and PMC U 16

Pre-assembled clamp PM 19

Non-assembled clamp M 22

Clamp MG for glass PV panels 25

2
Clamps
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Properties

 · Clamp in EN AB 46100 aluminium alloy in 
accordance with EN 755-2:2013.

 · A2-70 stainless steel Allen screw in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2009. 

Functioning

 · Insert the embedded hummer head nut 
of the PM U - PMC U pre-assembled 
universal clamps into the upper side of 
the rail.

 · Turn the PM U universal clamp clockwise 
to use it as end clamp. Turn it anticlock-
wise to use it as a central clamp.

 · Turn the PMC U universal clamp clock-
wise.

 · Place the PM U - PMC U clamps in con-
tact with the PV panels frame.

 · Lock the PV panels in position by tight-
ening the clamp screw with a 10 Nm 
torque.

Certificates

Applications

Framed PV panels fastening on Solar rails.

Pre-assembled clamps PM U and PMC U
Universal adjustable clamps for PV panels with aluminium frame from 30 to 50 mm thickness.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheets coveringPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · Universal clamps fit all framed PV panels 
from 30 mm to 50 mm thickness.

 · PM U pre-assembled universal clamp is 
suitable both for end or central use.

 · PMC U is the version specific for central 
use only. Its reduced width allows to 
optimize rail consumption.

 · PM U - PMC U clamps can be quickly 
installed at any point on the rail just by a 
rotation of 45°.

 · Countersunk head screw avoids shado-
wing on adjacent PV panels.

 · Thanks to the embedded spring, the 
PM U - PMC U pre-assembled universal 
clamps stay raised before the fastening, 
making the PV panels positioning phase 
easier.

 · Ready to install.
 · Available also in black anodized version.

45° Tinst
10 Nm

Installation universal clamp PM U usage as end clamp
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45°
Tinst
10 Nm

Installation universal clamp PM C U  for central use only

45° Tinst
10 Nm

Installation universal clamp PM U usage as central clamp

Pre-assembled adjustable clamp PM U

PM U PM U black

  Weight Module thickness Clamp size Thread Installation torque Width across nut 
(hexagon socket)

Sales unit

   dp  M Tinst SW  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [mm] [pcs]

Item         

PM U 30 - 50 AL 519784 120 30 - 50 38 x 41 M8 10 6 10

PM U 30 - 50 AL black 534352 120 30 - 50 38 x 41 M8 10 6 10

Technical data

57

38

41

46,5

dp

 · Clamp size: In case of PM U universal clamp end used consider 38 mm; in case of PM U universal clamp central used consider 41 mm.
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Pre-assembled adjustable clamp PM C U

PM C U PM C U black

  Weight Module thickness Clamp size Thread Installation torque Width across nut 
(hexagon socket)

Sales unit

   dp  M Tinst SW  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [mm] [pcs]

Item         

PM C U 30 - 50 AL 538880 120 30 - 50 21 x 60 M8 10 6 10

PM C U 30 - 50 AL black 538881 120 30 - 50 21 x 60 M8 10 6 10

Technical data

21

dp

60
37
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Properties

 · PM C and PM F clamps in AW 6060 T66 
aluminium alloy in accordance with EN 
755-2:2013.

 · A2.70 stainless steel Allen screw in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1 /2:2009.

 · FCN AL hammer head nut in AW 6060 
T66 aluminium alloy in accordance with 
EN 755-2:2013 and grey nylon PA6. 

Functioning

 · Identify the PV panel thickness and choo-
se the suitable clamp.

 · Insert the hammer head nut of the PM 
pre-assembled clamp into the rail and 
turn it 90° clockwise.

 · Place the PV panels in position.
 · Tighten the screw applying a 12 Nm 

torque.

Certificates

Applications

Framed PV panels fastening on Solar 
rails, compatible with SolarFish, SolarFlat, 
SolarMetal.

Pre-assembled clamp PM
Pre-assembled central and end clamps for PV panels with aluminium frame.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheet coveringPitched roof with standing seam covering

Advantages

 · Thanks to the spring, the PM pre-assem-
bled clamps stay raised before the fas-
tening, making the PV panels positioning 
phase easier.

 · Ready to install.
 · Available also in black anodized version.

90° Tinst
12 Nm

Installation end clamp PM F
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90° Tinst
12 Nm

Installation central clamp PM C

Clamp PM C

PM C PM C black

  Weight Module thickness Clamp size Thread Installation torque Width across nut 
(hexagon socket)

Sales unit

   dp  M Tinst SW  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [mm] [pcs]

Item         

PM C 28 - 34 AL 511093 75 28 - 34 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM C 28 - 34 AL black 561722 75 28 - 34 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM C 33 - 39 AL 571214 75 33 - 39 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM C 33 - 39 AL black 520112 75 33 - 39 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM C 38 - 44 AL 571215 75 38 - 44 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM C 43 - 49 AL 571216 75 43 - 49 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM C 48 - 54 AL 571217 75 48 - 54 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

Technical data

18
dp

21
37

60
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Clamp PM F

PM F PM F black

  Weight Module thickness Clamp size Thread Installation torque Width across nut 
(hexagon socket)

Sales unit

   dp  M Tinst SW  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [mm] [pcs]

Item         

PM F 28 AL 570767 75 28 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 30 AL 554786 75 30 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 30 AL black 564390 75 30 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 31 AL 511092 75 31 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 31 AL black 523670 75 31 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 33 AL 534121 75 33 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 34 AL 571218 75 34 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 35 AL 571219 75 35 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 35 AL black 520113 75 35 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 36 AL 571220 75 36 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 38 AL 571221 75 38 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 40 AL 571222 75 40 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 40 AL black 513854 75 40 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 42 AL 571223 75 42 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 45 AL 071725 75 45 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 46 AL 071224 75 46 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

PM F 50 AL 071225 75 50 21 x 60 M8 12 6 10

Technical data

dp

60

21

21
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Properties

AW 6060 T66 aluminium alloy clamps in 
accordance with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Identify the PV panel thickness and choo-
se the suitable clamp.

 · Assemble the clamp with the correct 
screw and the FCN hammer head nut.

 · Insert the hammer head nut in the alumi-
nium rail and turn it 90° clockwise.

 · Place the PV panels in position.
 · Tighten the screw applying a 12 Nm 

torque.

Certificates

Applications

Framed PV panels fastening on Solar 
rails, compatible with SolarFish, SolarFlat, 
SolarMetal.

Non-assembled clamp M
Non-assembled central and end aluminium clamps for PV panels with aluminium frame.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheet coveringPitched roof with standing seam covering

Advantages

 · Available in different sizes.

22
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Non-assembled clamp M C

M C

  Weight Module thickness Screw length Clamp size Thread Installation torque Sales unit

   dp ls  M Tinst  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [pcs]

Item         

M C 28-56 AL 571134 36 28 - 56 35 - 55 21 x 60 M8 12 10

Technical data

18

60

21

37

ø9

Non-assembled clamp M F

M F

  Weight Module thickness Clamp size Thread Screw length Installation torque Sales unit

   dp  M ls Tinst  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item         

M F 28 AL 570768 38 28 21 x 60 M8 35 12 10

M F 30 AL 558454 38 30 21 x 60 M8 35 12 10

M F 34 AL 571122 38 34 21 x 60 M8 30 12 10

M F 35 AL 071123 38 35 21 x 60 M8 40 12 10

M F 36 AL 571124 38 36 21 x 60 M8 30 12 10

M F 38 AL 571125 38 38 21 x 60 M8 35 12 10

M F 40 AL 571126 38 40 21 x 60 M8 35 12 10

M F 42 AL 071127 38 42 21 x 60 M8 40 12 10

M F 45 AL 071129 38 45 21 x 60 M8 40 12 10

M F 46 AL 571130 38 46 21 x 60 M8 40 12 10

M F 50 AL 571132 38 50 21 x 60 M8 45 12 10

Technical data

dp

60

21 ø9
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Accessories non-assembled clamp M

TCEI FCN AL

  Thread Length Width across nut 
(hexagon socket)

Suitable for use with Sales unit

  M l SW   

 Item no.  [mm] [mm]  [pcs]

Item       

TCEI M8 x 35 A2 071277 M8 35 6 For 28-34 mm module thickness in combination with clamp MC 50

TCEI M8 x 40 A2 571139 M8 40 6 For 33-39 mm module thickness in combination with clamp MC 50

TCEI M8 x 45 A2 071278 M8 45 6 For 38-44 mm module thickness in combination with clamp MC 50

TCEI M8 x 50 A2 571140 M8 50 6 For 43-49 mm module thickness in combination with clamp MC 50

TCEI M8 x 55 A2 071286 M8 55 6 For 50-56 mm module thickness in combination with clamp MC 50

FCN AL M8 571165 M8 – – – 50

  

Accessories non-assembled clamp M

24
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Properties

AW 6060 T66 aluminium alloy MCG clamps 
in accordance with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Identify the MCG central and MFG end 
clamps depending on the brand of the PV 
panel manufacturer.

 · Assemble the MCG central and MFG end 
clamps with the FCN AL hammer head 
nut using the Allen screw (TCEI).

 · Insert the hammer head nut of the 
clamps thus assembled into the upper 
groove of the rail and turn it 90° clock-
wise.

 · Lock the PV module by applying a 
tightening torque to the Allen screw of 
approximately 10 Nm.

 

 

Applications

Glass framed PV panels fastening on Solar 
rails. Suitable for glass thicknesses from 5 
mm to 8 mm.

Clamp MG for glass PV panels
End and central clamps for frameless glass PV panels.

Frameless glass PV panels systemFrameless glass PV panels system

Advantages

 · Available in two variants to secure glass 
PV panels from 5 mm to 8 mm thickness 
and in different lengths to limit panel 
deflection.
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Clamp MCG for glass PV panels

MC G

  Module thickness Length For use with screw Installation torque Sales unit

  dp l  Tinst  

 Item no. [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [pcs]

Item       

MCG 80 5,0-6,2 536711 5.0 - 6.2 80 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MCG 100 5,0-6,2 536712 5.0 - 6.2 100 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MCG 120 5,0-6,2 536713 5.0 - 6.2 120 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MCG 80 6,8-8,0 536707 6.8 - 8.0 80 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MCG 100 6,8-8,0 536708 6.8 - 8.0 100 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MCG 120 6,8-8,0 536709 6.8 - 8.0 120 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

Technical data

L

dp

ø9

Clamp MFG for glass PV panels

MF G

  Module thickness Length For use with screw Installation torque Sales unit

  dp l  Tinst  

 Item no. [mm] [mm]  [Nm] [pcs]

Item       

MFG 80 5,0-6,2 536719 5.0 - 6.2 80 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MCG 100 5,0-6,2 536720 5.0 - 6.2 100 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MFG 120 5,0-6,2 536721 5.0 - 6.2 120 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MFG 80 6,8-8,0 536715 6.8 - 8.0 80 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MFG 100 6,8-8,0 536716 6.8 - 8.0 100 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

MFG 120 6,8-8,0 536717 6.8 - 8.0 120 TCEI M8 x 40 A2 10 20

Technical data

L

dp

ø9
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Accessories clamp MG for glass PV panels

TCEI FCN AL

  Thread Width across nut (hexagon socket) Sales unit

  M SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [pcs]

Item     

TCEI M8 x 40 A2 571139 M8 6 50

FCN AL M8 571165 M8 – 50

  

Accessories clamp MG for glass PV panels
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Rail SolarFish 30

Rail SolarLight 33

Rail SolarMid 35

Rail SolarMetal 37

Rail SolarFlat 42

Rail TP AL 46

Rail REP AL 49

Bracing rail BP AL 52

Rail connector CPN AL 54

Connection bracket PXC AL 55

3
Rails
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Properties

Aluminium alloy AW 6063 T6 in accordance 
with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Identify the correct support components 
based on the type of roof (e.g. tile hooks, 
double threaded-screws, triangular 
frames, standing seam clamps, etc).

 · Position the rail on the support compo-
nents (use SOLARPANEL-FIX software to 
design the system).

 · Use 1 CPN AL joint on both sides to 
connect the rails (a complete connection 
requires 2 CPN AL joints).

 · Slide the CPN AL joint until the central 
stud touches the end side of the rail.

 · Every CPN AL joint has to be connected 
to the rails with four 3.5 mm x 9.5 mm 
self-drilling screws (two screws per rail 
side).

 · Consider a thermal break of at least 50 
mm every 15 m.

 · Position the PV panels and fasten the 
clamps.

 · Apply the AK SP caps to the ends of the 
SolarFish rail.

Certificates

Applications

Aluminium rail for PV panels mounting sys-
tems suitable for the whole clamps range, 
in combination with tiles hooks, double-
threaded screws, triangles and standing 
seam clamps.

Rail SolarFish
44 mm high aluminium rail for PV panels mounting systems.

Flat roofPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 ·       Different rails lengths optimized for diffe-
rent panels sizes.

 · Compatible with installation both from 
the side and from the bottom.

 · Compatible with SKS M8 hexagonal 
screws or RHS hammer head screws.

 · Suitable for the quick couplings of the 
aluminium hooks.
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Rail SolarFish

SolarFish SolarFish black

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

SolarFish 3,35 m AL 518645 3,350 0.9222 1

SolarFish 3.65 m AL 569371 3,650 0.9222 1

SolarFish 4.45 m AL 558358 4,450 0.9222 1

SolarFish 4.85 m AL 569372 4,850 0.9222 1

SolarFish 3.65 m AL black 5707661) 3,650 0.9222 1

1) Rails available in black anodized version on request

Technical data

38,2

8,5

8,5

25,8

18,2

44

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

SolarFish 3,35 m AL 518645 3.42 7.27 6.45 3.26 3.37 1

SolarFish 3.65 m AL 569371 3.42 7.27 6.45 3.26 3.37 1

SolarFish 4.45 m AL 558358 3.42 7.27 6.45 3.26 3.37 1

SolarFish 4.85 m AL 569372 3.42 7.27 6.45 3.26 3.37 1

SolarFish 3.65 m AL black 5707661) 3.42 7.27 6.45 3.26 3.37 1

1) Rails available in black anodized version on request

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y
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Accessories Rail SolarFish

CPN AL Self-drilling screw 3,5x9,5

  Weight Sales unit

    

 Item no. [g] [pcs]

Item    

CPN AL 514890 80 12

3.5 x 9.5 mm A2 571209 – 100

  

Accessories Rail SolarFish

Accessories Rail SolarFish

AK SP grey AK SP black

  Weight Colour Piece per carton Sales unit

      

 Item no. [g]  [pcs.] [pcs]

Item      

AK SP grey 071183 7 grey 50 1

AK SP black 520909 7 black 80 8

  

Accessories Rail SolarFish

Accessories

SKS RHS MU F

  Thread Length Width across nut Sales unit

  M L SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 M8 20 13 100

RHS 8.0 x 20 mm A2 071207 M8 20 13 50

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 – 13 100

  

Accessories
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Properties

Aluminium alloy AW 6063 T6 in accordance 
with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Identify the correct support components 
based on the type of roof (e.g. tile hooks, 
double threaded-screws, triangular 
frames, standing seam clamps, etc).

 · Position the rail on the support compo-
nents (use SOLARPANEL-FIX software to 
design the system).

 · Use 1 CPN AL joint on both sides to 
connect the rails (a complete connection 
requires 2 CPN AL joints).

 · Slide the CPN AL joint until the central 
stud touches the end side of the rail.

 · Every CPN AL joint has to be connected 
to the rails with two 3.5 mm x 9.5 mm 
self-drilling screws (two screws per rail 
side).

 · Consider a thermal break of at least 50 
mm every 15 m.

 · Position the PV panels and fasten the 
clamps.

Certificates

Applications

Aluminium rail for PV panels mounting 
systems with PM U and PMC U clamps in 
combination with tiles hooks, double-threa-
ded screws, triangles and standing seam 
clamps.

Rail SolarLight
33 mm high aluminium rail for PV panels mounting systems.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · Compatible with installation both from 
the side and from the bottom.

 · Compatible with SKS M8 hexagonal 
screws or RHS hammer head screws.

 · Suitable for the quick couplings of the 
aluminium hooks.
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Rail SolarLight

SolarLight

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

SolarLight 3.65 m AL 569370 3,650 0.724 1

Technical data

25
33

8,5

8,5

8

38,4

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

SolarLight 3.65 m AL 569370 2.68 3.07 4.76 1.70 2.48 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y

Accessories rail SolarLight

CPN AL Self-drilling screw 3,5x9,5

  Weight Sales unit

    

 Item no. [g] [pcs]

Item    

CPN AL 514890 80 12

3.5 x 9.5 mm A2 571209 – 100

  

Accessories rail SolarLight
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Functioning

 · Identify the correct support components 
based on the type of roof (e.g. triangu-
lar frames for flat roofs, rails for special 
structures etc).

 · Position the selected support com-
ponents and the rail according to the 
structure layout (use SOLARPANEL-FIX 
software to design the system).

 · Use 2 CPN AL joints on both sides to 
connect the rails (a complete connection 
requires 4 CPN AL joints).

 · Slide the CPN AL joint until the central 
stud touches the end side of the rail.

 · Every CPN AL joint has to be connected 
to the rails with eight 3.5 mm x 9.5 mm 
self-drilling screws (two screws per rail 
side).

 · Consider a thermal break of at least 50 
mm every 15 m.

 · Position the PV panels and fasten the 
clamps.

Certificates

Applications

Aluminium rail for PV panels mounting 
systems compatible with PM U / PMC 
U universal clamps, in combination with 
triangles for flat roofs and rails for special 
structures.

Rail SolarMid
83 mm high aluminium rail for PV panels mounting systems.

Flat roofSpecial structure for flat roofs

Advantages

 · High load-bearing capacity.
 · Two panels can be mounted on a single 

rail thanks to the wide top surface.
 · Compatible with installation both from 

the side and from the bottom.
 · Compatible with SKS M8 hexagonal 

screws or RHS hammer head screws.
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Rail SolarMid

SolarMid

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

SolarMid 4.85 m AL 569373 4,850 1.95 1

Technical data

75

52

83
36,5

25

18

8,5

8,5

8,5

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

SolarMid 4.85 m AL 569373 7.22 62.89 29.98 14.94 11.53 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y

Accessories rail SolarMid

CPN AL Self-drilling screw 3,5x9,5

   Sales unit

    

 Item no.  [pcs]

Item    

CPN AL 514890  12

3.5 x 9.5 mm A2 571209  100

  

Accessories rail SolarMid
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Properties

 · Aluminium alloy EN AW 6060 T66 in 
accordance with EN 755-2:2013.

 · EPDM rubber gasket, 2 mm thick. 

Functioning

 · Choose between long rails and short rails 
depending on the installation layout and 
considering the thermal expansion.

 · In case of long rails, determine the centre 
distance of the fastenings according to 
snow and wind loads (use SOLARPANEL-
FIX software to design the system).

 · In case of short rails apply a fastening on 
every hole.

 · Only for long rails, stick a layer of CG INT 
butyl adhesive tape (minimun lenght 80 
mm) on the trapezoidal metal sheet rib 
before applying and fastening the rail.

 · Position the rail on the trapezoidal metal 
sheet.

For fastening with ALG rivets:
 · Long rail: drill 5.5 mm both the rail and 

the metal sheet.
 · Short rail: drill 5.5 mm the metal sheet.

For fastening with Solar screws:
 · Long rail: drill 5.5 mm the rail and screw 

directly into the metal sheet;
 · Short rail: screw through the pre-drilled 

holes.

Certificates

Applications

Installation of landscape oriented photo-
voltaic panels on trapezoidal sheet roofs.

SolarMetal rail
Rail for photovoltaic systems on trapezoidal metal sheet roofs. Suitable for panels with landscape orientation.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheets coveringRoof with trapezoidal metal sheets covering

Advantages

 · Complete range made of: long rails for an 
easy alignment and mounting during the 
installation; short rails for cost optimi-
zation and no issues related to thermal 
expansion.

 · Short rails with pre-assembled EPDM on 
the bottom ready for the installation.

 · Short rails are pre-drilled for installation 
with either ALG rivets or self-drilling 
screws.
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Installation long rail SolarMetal with rivets

Installation long rail SolarMetal with screws

Installation short rail SolarMetal with rivets

Installation short rail SolarMetal with screws
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Rail SolarMetal

SolarMetal

  Length Weight Preassembled 
EPDM

EPDM thickness Number of drill 
holes

Hole-ø Sales unit

  l     D  

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m]    [mm] [pcs]

Item         

SolarMetal 110 mm AL EPDM 567186 110 0.58 Yes 2.0 2 5.5 50

SolarMetal 180 mm AL EPDM 567187 180 0.58 Yes 2.0 3 5.5 50

SolarMetal 4.45 m AL 567412 4,450 0.58 No – – – 1

Technical data

110
26 58 26

180
26 2664 64

40

30

25

SolarMetal 110 mm SolarMetal 180 mm SolarMetal

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

SolarMetal 110 mm AL EPDM 567186 216.64 1.70 5.00 1.30 2.50 50

SolarMetal 180 mm AL EPDM 567187 216.64 1.70 5.00 1.30 2.50 50

SolarMetal 4.45 m AL 567412 216.64 1.70 5.00 1.30 2.50 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y

Accessories rail SolarMetal rivet ALG

ALG

  Diameter Hole-ø Steel sheet thickness Sales unit

  d D s  

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

ALG 5.2 x 20 mm 545769 5.2 5.5 0.5 - 3.0 200

  

Accessories rail SolarMetal rivet ALG
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Loads rivet ALG

ALG

  Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
1.0 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 1.0 mm

Sales unit

         

 Item no. [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [pcs]

Item         

ALG 5.2 x 20 mm 545769 0.30 0.36 0.66 0.54 0.60 0.66 200

Loads

 · Loads suitable for aluminum sheets with a resistance of Rm min 200 N/mm2 according to UNI EN 573.
 · Loads suitable for steel sheets like the S355GD according to UNI EN 10346.

 

Accessories rail SolarMetal self-drilling screw

  Diameter Hole-ø Length Steel sheet thickness Sales unit

  d D l s  

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item       

Screw 6,0 x 25 mm A2 EPDM 567188 6.0 5.5 25 0.5 - 1.0 100

  

Accessories rail SolarMetal self-drilling screw

Loads self-drilling screw

  Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
1.0 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 1.0 mm

Sales unit

         

 Item no. [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [pcs]

Item         

Screw 6,0 x 25 mm A2 
EPDM

567188 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.39 0.52 0.77 100

Loads

 · Loads suitable for aluminum sheets with a resistance of Rm,min 165 N/mm2 according to UNI EN 573.
 · Loads suitable for stainless sheets like the S250GD according to UNI EN 10346.
 · Recommended tightening torque for steel sheets is 3 Nm / aluminum sheets 1 Nm (reduce this figure up to 1 Nm on sheets with a thick-

ness lower than 0.8 mm for steel seets and 0.5 Nm for aluminium sheets).
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Accessories rail SolarMetal butylene tape CG INT

CG INT

  Length Width Thickness Piece per carton Sales unit

  l B S   

 Item no. [m] [mm] [mm] [pcs.] [pcs]

Item       

CG INT 505615 10 80 1.0 2 1

  

Accessories rail SolarMetal butylene tape CG INT
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Properties

Aluminium alloy AW 6060 T6 in accordan-
ce with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Choose between long rails and short rails 
depending on the installation layout and 
considering the thermal expansion.

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
fastenings according to the trapezoidal 
metal sheet geometry, snow and wind 
loads (use SOLARPANEL-FIX software to 
design the system).

 · Stick a layer of CG INT butyl adhesive 
tape (minimun lenght 80 mm) on the 
trapezoidal metal sheet rib before apply-
ing and fixing the rail.

 · Position the rail on the trapezoidal metal 
sheet.

 · In case of fastening with ALG rivets drill 
the rail and the sheet together with a 5.5 
mm diameter bit.

 · In case of fastening with EPDM self-
drilling Solar Screw, pre-drill the rail in 
advance, than place it on the sheet and 
screw in the self-drilling screw through 
the pre-drilled hole.

 · Seal rivets or screws with fischer SB - 
Bituminous Sealant.

Certificates

Applications

Installation of portrait oriented photovoltaic 
panels on trapezoidal sheet roofs.

Rail SolarFlat
Rail for photovoltaic systems on trapezoidal metal sheet roofs. Suitable for panels running along the long side 
parallel to the trapezoidal rails.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheets coveringRoof with trapezoidal metal sheets covering

Advantages

 · Complete range made of: long rails for an 
easy alignment and mounting during the 
installation; short rails for cost optimi-
zation and no issues related to thermal 
expansion.

 · Flat and wide base allows 2 fixing points 
on each rib.

 · Suitable for whole fischer clamps range.
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Installation rail SolarFlat with rivets

Installation rail SolarFlat with screws

Rail SolarFlat

SolarFlat

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

SolarFlat P 400 mm AL 512195 400 0.724 50

SolaFlat 4.45 m AL 559873 4,450 0.724 1

SolarFlat 4.85 m AL 569374 4,850 0.724 1

Technical data

1,5
25,51,9

82,5

37,5

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

SolarFlat P 400 mm AL 512195 2.68 2.19 11.90 1.22 2.88 50

SolaFlat 4.45 m AL 559873 2.68 2.19 11.90 1.22 2.88 1

SolarFlat 4.85 m AL 569374 2.68 2.19 11.90 1.22 2.88 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y
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Rivet ALG

ALG

  Diameter Drill diameter Steel sheet thickness Sales unit

  d d0 s  

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

ALG 5.2 x 20 mm 545769 5.2 5.5 0.5 - 3.0 200

  

Rivet ALG

Loads rivet ALG

ALG

  Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
1.0 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 1.0 mm

Sales unit

         

 Item no. [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [pcs]

Item         

ALG 5.2 x 20 mm 545769 0.30 0.36 0.66 0.54 0.60 0.66 200

Loads

 · Loads suitable for aluminum sheets with a resistance of Rm min 200 N/mm2 according to UNI EN 573.
 · Loads suitable for steel sheets like the S355GD according to UNI EN 10346.

 

Self drilling screw EPDM

  Diameter Length Sales unit

  d l  

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item     

Screw 6,0 x 25 mm A2 
EPDM

567188 6.0 25 100

  

Self drilling screw EPDM
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Laods self-drilling screw

  Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on 
aluminium sheet 
1.0 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.5 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 0.6 mm

Recommended 
tensile load on steel 
sheet 1.0 mm

Sales unit

         

 Item no. [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [pcs]

Item         

Screw 6,0 x 25 mm A2 
EPDM

567188 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.39 0.52 0.77 100

Loads

 · Loads suitable for aluminum sheets with a resistance of Rm,min 165 N/mm2 according to UNI EN 573.
 · Loads suitable for stainless sheets like the S250GD according to UNI EN 10346.
 · Recommended tightening torque for steel sheets is 3 Nm / aluminum sheets 1 Nm (reduce this figure up to 1 Nm on sheets with a thick-

ness lower than 0.8 mm for steel seets and 0.5 Nm for aluminium sheets).

Butylene tape CG INT

CG INT

  Length Width Thickness Piece per carton Sales unit

  l B S   

 Item no. [m] [mm] [mm] [pcs.] [pcs]

Item       

CG INT 505615 10 80 1.0 2 1

  

Butylene tape CG INT

Rail SolarFlat

 · The right fastening layout depends on wind and snow load. 
 · Consider a proper thermal break between rails (10 mm minimum). 

Always use two rivets, one on each side, on both ends of the rail. 
 · For the best layout and fastening use the SOLARPANEL-FIX software. 

Install the system with an ambient temperature between 10° and 30 °C in order to limit the stresses due to the expansion of the rail. 
  

Regarding the SolarFlat long rails, we particularly recommend:
 · Maintain a distance of no less than 10 mm between the rails 

to avoid stresses due to contact between the ends caused by 
thermal expansion.

 · Place the rivets either in an alternating layout, changing between 
the side of the rail for each rib, or in a double layout, with rivets on 
both sides of the rail for every second rib.

 · Always use two rivets, one on each side, on the ends of the rail, 
also in case of fixing with alternating layout. 
  

Regarding the SolarFlat short rails, we particularly recommend:
 · Always fix the rail pieces with at least 4 rivets.
 · Place the clamps in between the fixing points.

Insights
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Properties

Aluminium alloy EN AW 6060 T5 in accor-
dance with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Identify the correct support components 
based on the type of roof.

 · Position the selected support com-
ponents and the rail according to the 
structure layout (use SOLARPANEL-FIX 
software to design the system).

 · Assemble the load-bearing structure with 
A2/A4 stainless steel SKS screws and 
MU F flanged nuts.

 · Place the selcted Solar rails on top of TP 
AL flat surface using A2/A4 M8 stainless 
steel SKS screws and MU F flanged nuts.

Certificates

Applications

Aluminium rail for PV panels mounting 
systems suitable for special structures, 
in combination with REP AL and BP AL 
bracing rails.

Rail TP AL
T-shaped aluminium rail for PV panels mounting systems on special structures.

Special structure for flat roofsSpecial structure for flat roofs

Advantages

 · Optimized section for load-bearing 
structures.

 · Easy to work (cut and drill).
 · The wide top surface allows stable con-

nection with other system components.
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Rail TP AL

TP AL

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

TP AL 60 x60x5 mm - 6 mt 571185 6,000 1.55 1

Technical data

60

55

5

5

60

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

TP AL 60x60x5 mm - 6 mt 571185 5.75 19.90 9.05 11.85 3.02 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y

Accessories hexagonal screw SKS A2

SKS

  Length Thread Width across nut Sales unit

  L M SW  

 Item no. [mm]  [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 20 M8 13 100

SKS M8 x 50 mm A2 571208 50 M8 13 100

SKS M10 x 50 mm A2 071181 50 M10 17 100

SKS M10 x 70 mm A2 071182 70 M10 17 100

  

Accessories hexagonal screw SKS A2
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Accessories flanged hexagon nut MU F A2

MU F

  Thread Width across nut Sales unit

  M SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [pcs]

Item     

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 13 100

MU F M10 A2 071952 M10 17 100

  

Accessories flanged hexagon nut MU F A2
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Properties

Aluminium alloy EN AW 6060 T5 in accor-
dance with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Identify the correct support components 
based on the type of roof.

 · Position the selected support com-
ponents and the rail according to the 
structure layout (use SOLARPANEL-FIX 
software to design the system).

 · Assemble the load-bearing structure with 
A2/A4 stainless steel SKS screws and 
MU F flanged nuts.

Certificates

Applications

Aluminium rail for PV panels mounting 
systems suitable for special structures, in 
combination with TP AL and BP AL bracing 
rails.

Rail REP AL
Rectangular hollow cross-section aluminium rail for PV panels mounting systems on special structures.

Special structure for flat roofsSpecial structure for flat roofs

Advantages

 · Optimized section for load-bearing 
structures.

 · Easy to work (cut and drill).
 · The wide lateral surface is a suitable 

connection point for other system com-
ponents.
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Rail REP AL

REP AL

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

REP AL 45x20x3 mm - 6 m 071186 6,000 0.95 1

Technical data

20

45

3

3

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

REP AL 45x20x3 mm - 6 m 071186 3.54 8.26 2.10 3.67 2.10 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y

Accessories hexagonal screw SKS A2

SKS

  Length Thread Width across nut Sales unit

  L M SW  

 Item no. [mm]  [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 20 M8 13 100

SKS M8 x 50 mm A2 571208 50 M8 13 100

SKS M10 x 50 mm A2 071181 50 M10 17 100

SKS M10 x 70 mm A2 071182 70 M10 17 100

  

Accessories hexagonal screw SKS A2
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Accessories flanged hexagon nut MU F A2

MU F

  Thread Width across nut Sales unit

  M SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [pcs]

Item     

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 13 100

MU F M10 A2 071952 M10 17 100

  

Accessories flanged hexagon nut MU F A2
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Properties

Aluminium alloy EN AW 6060 T5 in accor-
dance with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Define the geometry and the layout of the 
bracing rails depending on the structu-
re (use SOLARPANEL-FIX software to 
design the system).

 · Fasten the BP AL bracing rails with TE 4.8 
x 32 mm self-drilling screws.

Certificates

Applications

Bracing of triangular frames for flat roofs or 
rails for special structures.

Bracing rail BP AL
Aluminium rail for bracing structures for photovoltaic systems.

Mounting detail on a flat roofFlat roof

Advantages

 · Fast installation with self-drilling screws.
 · Reduced cross-section optimized for 

tension forces.
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Bracing profile BP AL

BP AL

  Length Weight Sales unit

  l   

 Item no. [mm] [kg/m] [pcs]

Item     

BP AL 071184 4,000 0.21 1

Technical data

6

13

 
  Rail cross section Moment of inertia Moment of inertia Section modulus Section modulus Sales unit

   ly lz Wy Wz  

 Item no. [cm²] [cm4] [cm4] [cm³] [cm³] [pcs]

Item        

BP AL 071184 0.78 0.10 0.02 0.16 0.07 1

Loads

Z

Z

Y Y

Accessories

Self-drilling screw 4.8 x 32

  Diameter Length Sales unit

  d l  

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item     

4.8 x 32 mm A2 071285 4.8 32 100

  

Accessories
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Properties

AW 6005A T6 aluminium alloy in accordan-
ce with EN 755-2:2013. 

Functioning

 · Use 1 CPN AL joint for each lateral groove 
of the rail.

 · Slide the CPN AL joint until the central 
stud touches the end side of the rail.

 · Connect the CPN AL joint to the rail with 
the right amount of 3.5 mm x 9.5 mm 
self-drilling screws (according to the 
selected rail).

 

 

 

Rail connector CPN AL
Aluminium connector for two Solar rails.

Flat roofPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · Compatible with SolarLight rail, SolarFish 
rail, SolarMid rail.

Rail connector CPN AL

CPN AL

  Length Sales unit

  l  

 Item no. [mm] [pcs]

Item    

CPN AL 514890 183 12

Technical data

12

13,2

19,7

36

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched or flat 
roofs where a joint between two Solar rails 
is required.
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Properties

 · Connection bracket in AW6063 T6 
aluminium alloy in accordance with EN 
755-2:2013.

 · A2-70 stainless steel Allen screw in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2;2009.

 · FCN AL hammer head nut in AW 6060 
T66 aluminium alloy in accordance with 
EN 755-2:2013 and grey nylon PA 6. 

Functioning

 · Insert the FCN AL M 8 nut (preassembled 
to the bracket) in the upper side of the 
lower Solar rail and rotate it by 90°.

 · Insert the knurl of the bracket into the 
lateral side of the upper Solar rail.

 · Tighten the hexagonal socket screw 
applying a 10 Nm torque to secure the 
connection.

Certificates

Applications

Cross connection of two overlapping Solar 
rails. Compatible with SolarFish and Solar-
Mid rails.

Connection bracket PXC AL
Bracket for 90° connection of two overlapping Solar rails.

Flat roofPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · Fast installation of the Solar rail by tight-
ening a single screw.

 · The bracket is pre-assembled and ready 
to be mounted without the need for ad-
ditional accessories.
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Connection bracket PXC A

PXC AL

  Weight Thread Screw length Width across nut (hexa-
gon socket)

Installation torque Sales unit

   M ls SW Tinst  

 Item no. [g]  [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item        

PXC AL 522671 65 M8 20 6 10 10

Technical data

39
46

38
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Aluminium hooks with large base  
RH VB AL/RH HB AL 60

Aluminium hooks with thin base  
RH V AL/RH H AL 63

Aluminium hook with fixed base RH AL 66

Stainless steel hook with large base  
RH HB A2 68

Stainless steel hook with large base  
GT A2 70

Stainless steel hook with thin base  
GTP A2 72

Stainless steel hook with thin base 
GTPR A2 74

Stainless steel hook for barrell tiles  
GC A2 76

Stainless steel hook for flat standing 
seam DLA A2 78

Stainless steel hook for rounded  
standing seam DLAK A2 80

Bracket for landscape oriented  
PV panels LAB AL 82

4
Hooks
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Properties

 · Hook in aluminum alloy AW 6060 T6 
and AW 6082 T6 in accordance with EN 
2:2016.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the system layout using SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software.

 · Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook.

 · Make the height and width adjustments 
and tighten the screws.

 · Grind the upper tile and put it back in 
position.

 · For RH HB AL versions: insert the upper 
joint on the side of the rail and adjust the 
rail position and fasten it.

 · For RH VB AL versions: connect the Solar 
rail by inserting the pre-installed screw 
on the side of the rail and fasten it.

 · For landscape oriented PV panels use 
the LAB bracket with RH VB AL versions.

 

 

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs 
with tiles with ventilation layers of various 
thicknesses.

Hooks with large base RH VB AL/RH HB AL
Aluminium hooks with large base for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs with ventilation layer of 
variable thickness. Horizontally-offsettable fastening point.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · Multiple adjustments to adapt the hook 
to different tiles and ventilation.

 · The great load-bearing capacity allows 
the use of fewer hooks.

 · The hook has a controlled deformation 
not to bend or damage the tiles.

 · The hook is pre-assembled.
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Tinst  20 Nm

Installation hook RH HB AL

Tinst  20 Nm

Tinst  20 Nm

Installation hook RH VB AL

Tinst  10 Nm

RH large base

ø6

ø8

Recommended number and position of the fastening screws

Fasten the hook to the loadbearing structure using 2 x 8 mm dia-
meter screws or 3 x 6 mm diameter screws

Recommended distance from the tile

Make sure of leaving an appropriate space between the lower side 
of the hook bracket and the tile (use the software SOLAR- 
PANEL-FIX to design the system).

Insights
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Aluminium hooks with large base RH HB AL

RH HB AL

  Weight Thickness Base plate 
width

Height under 
bracket

Total height Depth Width across 
nut

Installation 
torque

Sales unit

   S  h1 H  SW Tinst  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item           

RH 40-52 HB AL 571745 0.61 8.5 120 40 - 52 119.5 - 149.5 100 13 20 10

RH 52-67 HB AL 571747 0.62 8.5 120 52 - 67 131 - 164 100 13 20 10

Technical data

H

h1

219
120 100

ø9

ø7

20

8,5

Aluminium hooks with large base RH VB AL

RH VB AL

  Weight Thickness Base plate 
width

Height under 
bracket

Total height Depth Width across 
nut

Installation 
torque

Sales unit

   S  h1 H  SW Tinst  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item           

RH 40-52 VB AL 571746 0.58 8.5 120 40 - 52 120 - 147 100 13 20 10

RH 52-67 VB AL 571748 0.6 8.5 120 52 - 67 132 - 162 100 13 20 10

Technical data

H

h1

120 100
101

8,5
ø9

ø7

The total height dimension is referred to the distance between the base of the hook and the lower side of the rail.
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Properties

 · Hook in aluminum alloy AW 6060 T6 
and AW 6082 T6 in accordance with EN 
2:2016.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the system layout using SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software.

 · Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook.

 · Make the height and width adjustments 
and tighten the screws.

 · Grind the upper tile and put it back in 
position.

 · For RH H AL versions: insert the upper 
joint on the side of the rail and adjust the 
rail position and fasten it.

 · For RH V AL versions: connect the Solar 
rail by inserting the pre-installed screw 
on the side of the rail and fasten it.

 · For landscape oriented PV panels use 
the LAB bracket with RH V AL versions.

 

 

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs 
with tiles with ventilation layers of various 
thicknesses.

Hooks with thin base RH V AL/RH H AL
Aluminium hooks with thin base for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs with ventilation layer of 
variable thickness.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · Multiple adjustments to adapt the hook 
to different tiles and ventilation.

 · The great load-bearing capacity allows 
the use of fewer hooks.

 · The hook has a controlled deformation 
not to bend or damage the tiles.

 · The hook is pre-assembled.
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Tinst  20 Nm

Installation hook RH H AL

Tinst  20 Nm

Tinst  20 Nm

Installation hook RH V AL

Tinst  10 Nm
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Aluminium hooks with thin base RH H AL

RH H AL

  Weight Thickness Base plate 
width

Height under 
bracket

Total height Depth Width across 
nut

Installation 
torque

Sales unit

   S  h1 H  SW Tinst  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item           

RH 40-52 H AL 571742 0.42 8.5 35 40 - 52 119.5 - 149.5 100 13 20 10

RH 52-67 H AL 571744 0.43 8.5 35 52 - 67 131 - 164 100 13 20 10

Technical data

101

100

H

h1

8,5

ø9
ø7

35

20

Aluminium hooks with thin base RH V AL

RH V AL

  Weight Thickness Base plate 
width

Height under 
bracket

Total height Depth Width across 
nut

Installation 
torque

Sales unit

   S  h1 H  SW Tinst  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item           

RH 40-52 V AL 571741 0.4 8.5 35 40 - 52 120 - 147 100 13 20 10

RH 52-67 V AL 571743 0.4 8.5 35 52 - 67 132 - 162 100 13 20 10

The total height dimension is referred to the distance between the base of the hook and the lower side of the rail.

Technical data

35 101

100

H

h1

8,5

ø9
ø7
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Properties

Hook in aluminum alloy AW 6060 T6 and 
AW 6082 T6 in accordance with EN 2:2016. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the load-be-
aring structure and system layout.

 · Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook using the appropriate anchor deter-
mined according to the type and layers of 
the load-bearing support.

 · Make the height adjustment required by 
the type of roofing and tighten the screws 
of the adjustment applying a 20Nm tor-
que to lock the hook in position.

 · Grind the upper tile to fit the hook shape 
and put it back in position.

 · Insert the upper joint on the side of the 
selected rail and adjust the rail position 
(the joint can be rotated by 180° to adapt 
to SolarLight or SolarFish rails). Fasten 
the connection joint nut applying a 20 
Nm torque.

 

 

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
tiles without ventilation layer.

Aluminium hook with fixed base RH AL
Aluminium hook with fixed base for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs without ventilation layer.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · The multiple adjustments allow to adapt 
the hook to different tiles: the vertical 
adjustment allows to record the distan-
ce of the rail from the top of the tile; the 
higher adjustment allows to horizontally 
align the rail.

 · The great load-bearing capacity allows 
the use of fewer hooks.

 · The hook has a controlled deformation 
and it‘s designed not to bend or damage 
the tiles.

 · The hook is pre-assembled and ready to 
be mounted without the need for additio-
nal accessories.

 · The hook is lightweight and made of 
aluminium to last the entire life of the 
system.

 · The quick connection joint can fit both 
with SolarLight and SolarFish rails by a 
180° rotation.
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Aluminium hook with fixed base RH H AL

RH H AL

  Weight Thickness Base plate 
width

Height under 
bracket

Total height Depth Width across 
nut

Installation 
torque

Sales unit

   S  h1 H  SW Tinst  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item           

RH 30 H AL 571749 0.33 8.0 35 30 106 - 124 122 13 20 10

Technical data

101

h1

122

8

H

35

ø9
ø7

20
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Properties

 · X5CrNi 18-10 stainless steel hook in 
accordance with EN 10088-2:2005.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the load-be-
aring structure and system layout.

 · Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook using the appropriate anchor deter-
mined according to the type and layers of 
the load-bearing support.

 · Make the height and width adjustments 
required by the type of roofing and 
tighten the screws of the adjustments 
applying a 20 Nm torque to lock the hook 
in position.

 · Grind the upper tile to fit the hook shape 
and put it back in position.

 · Use the existing slot in the higher part 
of the hook to adjust the selected rail 
position.

 · Fasten the rail tightening the screw with a 
10 Nm torque.

 

 

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
tiles with ventilation layer.

Hook with large base RH HB A2
Stainless steel adjustable hook with large base for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs with venti-
lation layer.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · The multiple adjustments allow to adapt 
the hook to different tiles and ventilation 
layers: the horizontal base adjustment 
allows to offset the fastening point from 
the exit point of the hook from the tile; the 
lower vertical adjustment allows to adapt 
the hook to different thicknesses of tiles 
and ventilation layers; the upper vertical 
adjustment allows to record the distan-
ce of the rail from the top of the tile; the 
higher adjustment allows to horizontally 
align the rail.

 · The 5 mm thickness allows a reduced tile 
grinding.

 · Made of resistant stainless steel.
 · The accessories for connecting to the 

Solar rails are included in the package.
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Tinst  20 Nm

Installation hook RH HB A2

Tinst  10 Nm

Stainless steel hook with large base RH HB A2

RH HB A2

  Weight Thickness Total height Depth Under tile 
height

Width 
across nut

Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

   S H  h1 SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item           

RH 40-54 HB A2 071526 0.83 5.0 110 - 143 85 40 - 54 13 20 10x hooks RH HB A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

Technical data

30

H

h1

40

150

85

56

ø9

ø9
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Properties

· X5CrNi 18-10 stainless steel hook in 
accordance with EN 10088-2:2005.

· Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

· Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the load-be-
aring structure and system layout.

· Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook using the appropriate anchor 
determined according to the type of the
load-bearing support.

· Grind the upper tile to fit the hook shape
and put it back in position.

· Use the existing slot in the higher part
of the hook to adjust the selected rail 
position.

· Fasten the rail tightening the screw with a
10Nm torque.

Applications

· PV panels installation on pitched roofs 
with tiles with ventilation layer with a total
thickness of 43 mm or 68 mm.

· Version for roofs exposed to heavy snow
loads available (RH 43 HB W A2).

Hook with large base GT A2
Stainless steel hook with fixed height and large base for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs with 
ventilation layer.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

· The large base plate provides a wider 
fastening surface for an easier connec-
tion to the load-bearing structure and 
allows to offset the fastening point from 
the exit point of the hook from the tile.

· The GT hooks are available in two heights 
(130 and 150 mm) for a full compatibility 
with different types of tiles and ventilation
layers.

· The higher adjustment allows to horizon-
tally align the rail.

· The 5 mm thickness versions allow a
reduced tile grinding.

· The 8 mm thickness version (RH 43 HB
W A2) makes the hook suitable for high 
snow loads.

· Made of resistant stainless steel.
· The accessories for connecting to the 

Solar rails are included in the package.
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Installation stainless steel hook with large base GT A2

Tinst  10 Nm

Stainless steel hook with large base GT A2

GT A2

  Weight Thickness Total height Depth Under tile 
height

Width 
across nut

Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

   S H  h1 SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item           

GT 130 A2 071198 0.57 5.0 130 96 43 13 10 10x hooks GT A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

RH 43 HB W A2 071422 0.73 8.0 130 90 43 13 10 10x hooks RH 43 HB W A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

GT 150 A2 571136 0.6 5.0 150 97 68 13 10 10x hooks GT A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

Technical data

H

30

50
h1

d

150

s

ø9

ø9

40
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Properties

 · X5CrNi 18-10 stainless steel hook in 
accordance with EN 10088-2:2005.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the load-be-
aring structure and system layout.

 · Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook using the appropriate anchor 
determined according to the type of the 
load-bearing support.

 · Grind the upper tile to fit the hook shape 
and put it back in position.

 · Use the existing slot in the higher part 
of the hook to adjust the selected rail 
position.

 · Fasten the rail tightening the screw with a 
10 Nm torque.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
tiles without ventilation layer with a total 
thickness of up to 30 mm.

Hook with thin base GTP A2
Stainless steel hook with fixed height for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs without ventilation 
layer.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · The higher adjustment allows to horizon-
tally align the rail.

 · The 5 mm thickness allows a reduced tile 
grinding.

 · The GTP A2 hook allows installation with 
up to 18 cm overlapping tiles.

 · Made of resistant stainless steel.
 · The accessories for connecting to the 

Solar rails are included in the package.
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Installation stainless steel hook with thin base GTP A2

Tinst  10 Nm

Stainless steel hook with thin base GTP A2

GTP A2

  Weight Thickness Total height Depth Under tile 
height

Width 
across nut

Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

   S H  h1 SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item           

GTP A2 071199 0.52 5.0 120 186 30 13 10 10x hooks GTP A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

Technical data

h1

95

3040

5

186

H

ø9
ø9
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Properties

 · X5CrNi 18-10 stainless steel hook in 
accordance with EN 10088-2:2005.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the load-be-
aring structure and system layout.

 · Lift the tile and secure the base of the 
hook using the appropriate anchor 
determined according to the type of the 
load-bearing support.

 · Make the vertical adjustment required 
by the type of the roof and tighten the 
screws of the adjustment applying a 20 
Nm torque to lock the hook in position.

 · Grind the upper tile to fit the hook shape 
and put it back in position.

 · Use the existing slot in the higher part 
of the hook to adjust the selected rail 
position.

 · Fasten the rail tightening the screw with a 
10 Nm torque.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
tiles without ventilation layer with a total 
thickness of up to 30 mm.

Hook with thin base GTPR A2
Stainless steel adjustable hook for the installation of PV panels on pitched tile roofs without ventilation layer.

Pitched roof with tilesPitched roof with tiles

Advantages

 · The multiple adjustments allow to adapt 
the hook to different tiles: the vertical 
adjustment allows to record the distan-
ce of the rail from the top of the tile; the 
higher adjustment allows to horizontally 
align the rail.

 · The 5 mm thickness allows a reduced tile 
grinding.

 · The GTPR A2 hook allows installation with 
up to 18 cm overlapping tiles.

 · Made of resistant stainless steel.
 · The hook is pre-assembled and the 

accessories for connecting to the Solar 
rails are included in the package.
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Tinst  20 Nm

Installation of stainless steel hook with thin base GTPR A2

Tinst  10 Nm

Stainless steel hook with thin base GTPR A2

GTPR

  Weight Thickness Total height Depth Under tile 
height

Width 
across nut

Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

   S H  h1 SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item           

GTPR A2 519667 0.57 5.0 110 - 138 181 30 13 20 10x hooks GTPR A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

Technical data

h1

95

30

5

181

40

H

ø9
ø9
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Properties

 · X5CrNi 18-10 stainless steel hook in 
accordance with EN 10088-2:2005.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the load-be-
aring structure and system layout.

 · Lift the barrel tiles and secure the base 
of the hook using the appropriate anchor 
determined according to the type of the 
load-bearing support.

 · Make the vertical adjustment required 
by the type of the roof and tighten the 
screws of the adjustment applying a 20 
Nm torque to lock the hook in position.

 · Use the existing slot in the higher part 
of the hook to adjust the selected rail 
position.

 · Fasten the rail tightening the screw with a 
10 Nm torque.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
barrel tiles.

Hook for barrell tiles GC A2
Stainless steel adjustable hook for the installation of PV panels on pitched barrel tile roofs.

Pitched roof with barrel tilesPitched roof with barrel tiles

Advantages

 · The multiple adjustments allow to adapt 
the hook to different barrel tiles: the lower 
vertical adjustment allows to adapt the 
hook to different thicknesses of tiles; the 
higher adjustment allows to horizontally 
align the rail.

 · The 5 mm reduced thickness easily fits 
the barrel tiles.

 · Made of resistant stainless steel.
 · The hook is pre-assembled and the 

accessories for connecting to the Solar 
rails are included in the package.
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Tinst  20 Nm Tinst  10 Nm

Installation Hook GC

Stainless steel hook for barrell tiles GC A2

GC

  Thickness Total height Depth Under tile 
height

Width across 
nut

Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

  S H  h1 SW Tinst   

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item          

GC A2 571137 5.0 176 - 205 95 91 - 120 13 20 10x hooks GC A2 
10x hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
10x hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2

10

Technical data

H

h1

35

5

40

50

200

95 ø9

ø9
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Properties

 · Hook in stainless steel X5CrNi 18-10 
according to EN 10088-2:2005.

 · Bolts and nuts in stainless steel A2-70 
according to EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the conforma-
tion of the standing seam.

 · Position a layer of CG INT butyl adhesive 
tape on the sheet at the points where the 
hooks will be installed.

 · Position the hook on the seam.
 · Fasten the hook by tightening the flange 

nut on the pan head screw.
 · Use the existing slot in the higher part of 

the hook to fasten the selected rail tight-
ening the screw with a 10 Nm torque.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
standing seam with flat seaming.

Hook for flat standing seam DLA A2
Stainless steel hook for the installation of PV panels on standing seam sheets. Suitable for flat seaming.

Pitched roof with flat standing seam coveringPitched roof with flat standing seam covering

Advantages

 · The accessories for connecting to the 
Solar rails are included in the package.

 · Thanks to its design, the hook perfectly 
fits the flat standing seam.

Tinst  10 Nm

Tinst  10 Nm

Installation stainless steel hook for flat standing seam DLA A2
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Stainless steel hook for flat standing seam DLA A2

DLA A2

  Weight Thickness Width across nut Installation torque Contents Sales unit

   S SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item        

DLA A2 071556 0.33 3.0 13 10 10 hooks DLA A2 
10 hex head screws SKS M8 x 20 A2 
30 hexagonal nuts MU F M8 A2 
20 pan head screws M8 x 20 A2

10

Technical data

45

100

40
3
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Properties

 · Hook in stainless steel X5CrNi 18-10 
according to EN 10088-2:2005.

 · Bolts and nuts in stainless steel A2-70 
according to EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
hooks according to the snow and wind 
loads in the installation area (use SO-
LARPANEL-FIX software to design the 
system) and according to the conforma-
tion of the standing seam.

 · Position a layer of CG INT butyl adhesive 
tape on the sheet at the points where the 
hooks will be installed.

 · Position the hook clamping the seam.
 · Fasten the hook by tightening the flange 

nut on the screw.
 · Use the existing hole in the higher part of 

the hook to fasten the selected rail tight-
ening the screw with a 10 Nm torque.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on pitched roofs with 
rounded standing seam (e.g. Kalzip).

Hook for rounded standing seam DLAK A2
Stainless steel hook for the installation of PV panels on standing seam sheets. Suitable for rounded seaming 
(e.g. Kalzip).

Pitched roof with rounded standing seam coveringPitched roof with rounded standing seam covering

Advantages

 · The hook is pre-assembled.
 · Thanks to its design, the hook perfectly 

fits the rounded standing seam.

Tinst  10 Nm

Tinst  10 Nm

Installation hook DLAK A2
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Stainless steel hook for rounded standing seam DLAK A2

DLAK A2

  Weight Thickness Width across nut Installation torque Sales unit

   S SW Tinst  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item       

DLAK A2 536782 0.25 3.0 13 10 50

Technical data

3 38

33

ø9

56
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Properties

 · Bracket in aluminum alloy EN AW 6060 
T66.

 · Class A2-70 stainless steel bolts in ac-
cordance with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2010. 

Functioning

 · Remove the RHS 8x20 A2 hammer head 
screw, the hexagonal MU F nut and the 
anti-slip plate pre-mounted on the hook.

 · Position the LAB bracket to the flat upper 
part of the hook and adjust the hight 
according to the configuration needs.

 · Fit the screw head between the LAB ribs, 
place the anti-slip plate and the MU F 
nut on the knurled side of the hook and 
tighten the nut.

 · Connect the Solar rail to the hook 
through the RHS 8x20 A2 hammer head 
screw.

 · Fasten the MU F nut applying a 10 Nm 
torque.

 

 

Applications

Landscape oriented PV panels installation 
on pitched roof with tiles covering, in com-
bination with RH VB AL and RH V AL hooks.

Bracket for horizontal PV panels LAB AL
Angle connection bracket for the installation of landscape oriented PV panels on pitched roofs with tiles.

 Pitched roof with tiles and landscape oriented PV 
panels

Advantages

 · Connection screw and nut are included in 
the package.

 · The bracket design perfectly fits the hook 
shape and helps keeping the screw in 
position while fastening the nut.
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Tinst  10 Nm

Installation bracket LAB AL with RH hook

Tinst  20 Nm

Bracket for landscape oriented PV panels LAB AL

LAB AL

  Weight Width across nut Installation torque Contents Sales unit

   SW Tinst   

 Item no. [g] [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item       

LAB AL 571788 26 13 10 1x flanged nut MU F M8 A2 
1x hex head screw SKS M8 x 30 A2

20

Technical data

35,5
43,5

3,5

ø8,5

35

LAB
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Stud screw STSI A2 86

Stud screw STSR A2 88

Connection bracket MW A2 92

Flat connection bracket SSP A2 94

Flat connection bracket SSP Speed A2 96

5
Stud screws
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Properties

Stud and nuts in stainless steel A2-70 
according to EN ISO 3506-1/2:2009. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
STSI double-threaded screws according 
to the snow and wind loads of the system 
installation area and inclination of the 
roof.

 · Identify the position of the STSI dou-
ble-threaded screws depending on the 
load-bearing structure and the layout of 
the installation.

 · Drill the support according to the diame-
ter of the screw.

 · Tighten the STSI double-threaded screw 
until the gasket is fully in contact with the 
roof covering.

 · Carefully seal the exit point of the screw 
from the roof with bituminous sealant in 
order to improve waterproofness.

 · Connect the Solar rail to the upper part 
of the screw by inserting SSP or MW 
connection plates, adjusting their height 
using the MU nuts. 

Building materials

Steel beams.

Certificates

Applications

Installation of PV panels on roofs with a 
steel load-bearing structure covered by 
corrugated panels, faux panels or tiles.

Stud screw STSI A2
Double-threaded screw for fastening photovoltaic systems on roofs with a steel load-bearing structure cove-
red by corrugated panels, faux panels or tiles.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheet coveringPitched roof with corrugated sheets covering

Advantages

 · The STSI double-threaded screw is sup-
plied pre-assembled with EPDM gasket 
and pair of nuts for connection to the MW 
or SSP brackets.

 · The roofing must not be removed during 
installation.

 · Thanks to the EPDM gasket, waterproof-
ness of the roof is maintained.
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Installation stud screw STSI

Stud screw STSI A2

STSI

  Weight Length Steel thread 
length

Metric thread 
length

Thread Diameter Width across 
nut

Width across 
nut

Sales unit

   l l1 l2 M d SW SW1  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item           

STSI M10 x 181 mm A2 533376 0.18 181 70 50 M10 8.0 13 5 10

Technical data

25

SW

SW1

I2

I1

I

Accessories

MU F

  Thread Width across nut Sales unit

  M SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [pcs]

Item     

MU F M10 A2 071952 M10 17 100

Technical data
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Properties

Stud and nuts in stainless steel A2-70 
according to EN ISO 3506-1/2:2009. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
STSR double-threaded screws according 
to the snow and wind loads of the system 
installation area and inclination of the 
roof.

 · Drill the support according to the diame-
ter of the screw and the type of support.

 · In case of concrete, fasten the STSR 
double-threaded screw into the structure 
using a chemical injection mortar.

 · In case of hollow bricks covered by con-
crete, fasten the STSR double-threaded 
screw into the structure using a chemical 
injection mortar and FIS HK injection an-
chor sleeve.

 · In case of wooden beams, fasten the 
STSR double-threaded screw into the 
structure after pre-drilling it.

 · Tighten the STSR double-threaded screw 
until the gasket is fully in contact with the 
roof covering.

 · Carefully seal the exit point of the screw 
from the roof with bituminous sealant in 
order to improve waterproofness. 

Building materials

 · Concrete beams and slabs.
 · Hollow brick and concrete slabs.
 · Wooden beams.

Certificates

Applications

Installation of PV panels on roofs with 
wooden, concrete or hollow bricks and 
concrete load-bearing structure, covered 
by corrugated panels, faux panels or tiles.

Stud screw STSR A2
Double-threaded screw for fastening photovoltaic systems on roofs with wooden, concrete or hollow bricks 
and concrete load-bearing structure, covered by corrugated panels, faux panels or tiles.

Pitched roof with tiles coveringPitched roof with corrugated sheets covering

Advantages

 · The STSR double-threaded screw is 
supplied pre-assembled with EPDM 
gasket, tightening nut and pair of nuts for 
connection to the MW or SSP brackets.

 · The roofing must not be removed during 
installation.

 · Thanks to the EPDM gasket, waterproof-
ness of the roof is maintained.
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4x 4x 4x

Installation stud screw STSR in concrete substructure

Installation stud screw STSR in hollow brick substructure

Installation stud screw STSR in wood substructure
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Stud screw STSR A2

STSR

  Weight Length Wood thread 
length

Metric thread 
length

Thread Diameter Width across 
nut

Width across 
nut

Sales unit

   l l1 l2 M d SW SW1  

 Item no. [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]  [mm] [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item           

STSR M10 x 200 mm A2 071202 0.13 200 66 90 M10 9.0 15 7 25

STSR M10 x 250 mm A2 071203 0.16 250 66 90 M10 9.0 15 7 25

STSR M10 x 300 mm A2 570692 0.22 300 100 150 M10 11.0 15 7 25

STSR M12 x 300 mm A2 071204 0.28 300 100 150 M12 11.0 18 9 25

STSR M12 x 350 mm A2 570113 0.32 350 100 200 M12 11.0 18 9 25

Technical data

24

SW

SW1

I

I1

I2

Washer G EPDM

G EPDM

  Diameter Thickness Sales unit

  d S  

 Item no. [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item     

G EPDM M10 071748 24 7.5 50

Technical data

Flanged hexagonal nut MU F

MU F

  Thread Width across nut Sales unit

  M SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [pcs]

Item     

MU F M10 A2 071952 M10 17 100

MU F M12 A2 071749 M12 19 100

Technical data
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injection mortar FIS V Plus

FIS V Plus 410 C

  Approval Contents Sales unit

     

 Item no. ETA DIBt ICC  [pcs]

Item       

FIS V Plus 410 C 558780 ● ● ● 1 x cartridge 410 ml, 2 x static mixer FIS MR Plus 1

Technical data

Injection anchor sleeves

FIS H K FIS HK

   Sales unit

    

 Item no.  [pcs]

Item    

FIS H 16 x 130 K 041905  50

FIS H 20 x 130 K 046703  20

FIS H 20 x 200 K 046704  20

FIS H 18 x 130/200 K 045707  10

Technical data
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Properties

X5CrNi 18-10 stainless steel hook in accor-
dance with EN 10088-2:2005. 

Functioning

 · Insert the MW A2 angle bracket between 
the two nuts of the STSR/STSI double-
threaded screw, adjust the position of the 
bracket and tighten the nuts.

 · Connect the Solar rail to the MW A2 bra-
cket through the slotted hole using SKS 
M8 x 20 A2 or RHS M8 x 20 A2 screws 
and MU F M8 flanged hex nut.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on roofs in combi-
nation with STSR and STSI double-threa-
ded screws. Compatible with SolarLight, 
SolarFish and SolarMid rails.

Connection bracket MW A2
Angle bracket for the connection between Solar rails and double-threaded screws.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheet coveringPitched roof with tiles covering

Advantages

 · Fast connection to STSR and STSI 
double-threaded screws thanks to the 
bottom hole.

 · Adjustable rail height thanks to the slot-
ted side hole.

92

Connection bracket MW A2 · Stud screws
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Angle bracket MW

MW SA MW SU

  Weight Thickness Hole-Ø Installation torque Sales unit

   S D Tinst  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item       

MW SU A2 522676 65 4.0 12.5 10 10

MW SA A2 518952 94 4.0 12.5 10 10

Technical data

36

32

45

21

4

ø12,5

ø9

76

30

32

55

30

ø12,5

ø9

4

MW SA MW SU

Accessories

SKS RHS MU F

  Thread Length Width across nut Sales unit

  M L SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 M8 20 13 100

RHS 8.0 x 20 mm A2 071207 M8 20 13 50

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 – 13 100

  

Accessories
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Properties

Plates in stainless steel X5CrNi 18-10 (A2) 
according to EN 10088-2:2014. 

Functioning

 · Insert the bracket between the stud 
screw STSR/STSI 2 nuts through the 
circular hole.

 · Use the stud screw STSR/STSI lower nut 
for adjusting the bracket position.

 · Tighten the 2 nuts.
 · Connect the Solar rail to the bracket and 

adjust its position through the slotted 
hole using SKS M8 x 20 A2 or RHS M8 x 
20 A2 screws and MU F M8 flanged hex 
nut.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on roofs in combi-
nation with STSR and STSI double-threa-
ded screws. Compatible with SolarLight, 
SolarFish and SolarMid rails.

Flat connection bracket SSP A2
Flat bracket for the connection between Solar rails and double-threaded screws.

Pitched roof with corrugated sheets coveringPitched roof with corrugated sheets covering

Advantages

 · Easy installation thanks to the slotted 
hole that allows to ajust the positioning 
of the rail.

 · Two versions available to fit all the STSR 
and STSI double-threaded screws vari-
ants.
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Flat connection bracket SSP

SSP

  Weight Thickness Hole-Ø Installation torque Sales unit

   S D Tinst  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item       

SSP 10 A2 071205 100 5.0 11 10 25

SSP 12 A2 071206 100 5.0 13 10 25

Technical data

ø

ø11

540

20
41

82

SSP 10

Accessories

SKS RHS MU F

  Thread Length Width across nut Sales unit

  M L SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 M8 20 13 100

RHS 8.0 x 20 mm A2 071207 M8 20 13 50

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 – 13 100

  

Accessories
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Properties

 · Plates in stainless steel X5CrNi 18-10 (A2) 
according to EN 10088-2:2014.

 · Angle bracket in aluminium alloy AW 
6063 T6 according to EN 755-2:2013.

 · Bolts and nuts in stainless steel A2-70 
according to EN ISO 3506-1/2:2009. 

Functioning

 · Insert the bracket between the stud 
screw STSR/STSI 2 nuts through the 
circular hole.

 · Use the stud screw STSR/STSI lower nut 
for adjusting the bracket position.

 · Tighten the 2 nuts.
 · Insert the angle bracket on the side of the 

selected rail and adjust the rail position.
 · Fasten the nut applying a 10 Nm torque.

Certificates

Applications

PV panels installation on roofs in combi-
nation with STSR and STSI double-threa-
ded screws. Compatible with SolarFish and 
SolarMid rails.

Flat connection bracket SSP Speed A2
Flat bracket with pre-assembled quick joint for the connection between Solar rails and double-threaded 
screws.

Roof with trapezoidal metal sheet coveringPitched roof with corrugated sheets covering

Advantages

 · Easy installation thanks to the pre-as-
sembled quick connection joint by tight-
ening a single screw.

 · Adjustable rail positioning thanks to the 
slotted hole.

 · Two versions available to fit all the STSR 
and STSI double-threaded screws vari-
ants.
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Flat connection bracket SSP Speed

SSP Speed

  Weight Thickness Hole-Ø Width across nut Installation torque Sales unit

   S D SW Tinst  

 Item no. [g] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Nm] [pcs]

Item        

SSP 10 Speed A2 522672 251 5.0 11 13 10 10

SSP 12 Speed A2 522673 251 5.0 13 13 10 10

Technical data

125
110

40 15

ø5

SSP Speed
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Pre-assembled triangular frame STFS 100

Pre-assembled triangular frame STFN 102

6
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Properties

 · Triangular structure in AW 6063 T66 or 
AW 6060 T66 aluminium in accordance 
with EN 755-2:2013.

 · A2-70 stainless steel bolts in accordance 
with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2009. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
triangular frames according to the snow 
and wind loads in the installation area 
(use the SOLARPANEL-FIX software).

 · Select the desired angle and fasten 
the diagonal strut in the corresponding 
position.

 · Fasten the base with the appropriate an-
chor depending on the building material 
of the roof.

 · Connect the Solar rail to the triangular 
frame using the screws supplied in the 
package.

Certificates

Applications

Landscape oriented PV panels installation 
on flat roofs. PV panels inclination of 10° 
or 13°.

Pre-assembled triangular frame STFS
Pre-assembled triangular frame for the installation of PV panels in a lowered position on flat roofs. Suitable for 
landscape layout installation.

Flat roofFlat roof

Advantages

 · The STFS triangular frame is pre-as-
sembled and all the accessories for the 
connection to the Solar rails are included 
in the package.

 · Adjustable angle 10°-13°.
 · The lowered design allows an only 30 cm 

high installation (suitable for a reduced 
visual impact).

Installation flat roof triangle STFS
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Pre-assembled triangular frame STFS

STFS

  Weight Rail cross 
section

Moment of 
inertia

Section 
modulus

Hole-Ø Width 
across nut

Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

    ly Wy D SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [cm²] [cm4] [cm³] [mm] [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item           

STFS 10° - 13° 512625 1 3.04 7.23 1.97 8.5 13 10 5x STFS triangles 
20x RHS M8 x 20 A2 hammer head screws 
20x MU F M8 A2 flanged nuts

5

Technical data

596

92
48

48

30

596

140

408

48
47

ø8,5

Accessories

SKS RHS MU F

  Thread Length Width across nut Sales unit

  M L SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 M8 20 13 100

RHS 8.0 x 20 mm A2 071207 M8 20 13 50

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 – 13 100

  

Accessories
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Properties

 · Triangular structure in AW 6063 T66, AW 
6060 T5, AW 6060 T6 or AW 6060 T66 
aluminium in accordance with EN 755-
2:2013.

 · A2-70 stainless steel bolts in accordance 
with EN ISO 3506-1/2:2009. 

Functioning

 · Determine the centre distance of the 
triangular frames according to the snow 
and wind loads in the installation area 
(use the SOLARPANEL-FIX software).

 · Select the desired angle and fasten 
the diagonal strut in the corresponding 
position.

 · Fasten the base with the appropriate an-
chor depending on the building material 
of the roof.

 · Connect the Solar rail to the triangular 
frame using the screws supplied in the 
package.

 

 

Applications

Portrait or landscape oriented PV panels 
installation on flat roofs. PV panels inclina-
tion of 10°-15° or 25°-30°-35°.

Pre-assembled triangular frame STFN
Pre-assembled triangular frame for the installation of PV panels on flat roofs. Suitable for portrait or landscape 
layout installation.

Flat roofFlat roof

Advantages

 · The STFN triangular frame is pre-as-
sembled and all the accessories for the 
connection to the Solar rails are included 
in the package.

 · Adjustable angle 10°-15° or 25°-30°-35°.
 · Suitable both for portrait or landscape PV 

panels orientation.
 · Two versions available: traditional and for 

long PV panels up to 2150 mm.

Installation flat roof triangle STFN
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Pre-assembled triangular frame STFN for portrait and landscape installation of PV panels

STFN 10° - 15° STFN 25° - 30° - 35°

  Weight Rail cross 
section

Hole-Ø Width across nut Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

    D SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [cm²] [mm] [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item         

STFN 10°-15° 524335 2.05 3.78 9 13 10 5x STFN triangles 
20x RHS M8 x 20 A2 hammer head screws 
20x MU F M8 A2 flanged nuts

5

STFN 25°-30°-35° 511874 2.53 3.78 9 13 10 5x STFN triangles 
20x RHS M8 x 20 A2 hammer head screws 
20x MU F M8 A2 flanged nuts

5

Technical data

48

100
112,5

1055
867

140

1190

649,5

280

48

10°-15°

ø8,5

50

ø8,5

140

867

48

1190

25°-30°-35°

112,5

48

100

649,5

280

ø8,5

1055
50

STFN 10°-15° STFN 25°-30°-35°
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Pre-assembled triangular frame STFN 200 for portrait installation of PV panels up to 2150 mm lenght

STFN 200 10° - 15° - 20° STFN 200 25° - 30° - 35°

  Weight Rail cross 
section

Hole-Ø Width across nut Installation 
torque

Contents Sales unit

    D SW Tinst   

 Item no. [kg] [cm²] [mm] [mm] [Nm]  [pcs]

Item         

STFN 200 10°-15°-20° 558500 3.4 3.78 10.5 13 10 5x STFN 200 triangles 
20x RHS M8 x 20 A2 hammer head screws 
20x MU F M8 A2 flanged nuts

5

STFN 200 25°-30°-35° 558501 4 3.78 10.5 13 10 5x STFN 200 triangles 
20x RHS M8 x 20 A2 hammer head screws 
20x MU F M8 A2 flanged nuts

5

Technical data

1295

1600
1100

50
100

100

250

50

ø8,5

140

1107

48

10°-15°-20°

1600

1295

1100

50

100
100

250

25°-30°-35°

50

1107

140

48

ø8,5

STFN 200 10°-15°-20° STFN 200 25°-30°-35°
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Accessories

SKS RHS MU F

  Thread Length Width across nut Sales unit

  M L SW  

 Item no.  [mm] [mm] [pcs]

Item      

SKS M8 x 20 mm A2 505614 M8 20 13 100

RHS 8.0 x 20 mm A2 071207 M8 20 13 50

MU F M8 A2 571210 M8 – 13 100

  

Accessories
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FiXperience.  
Safe and reliable.

The fischer design Software FiXperience gives you safe and reliable 
support in dimensioning your projects whether you are a planer, 
structural engineer or craftsman. FiXperience is set up modularly 

and useable for a variety of applications. The program includes an 
engineering software with special application modules:

REBAR-FIX
For the design of post-installed rebars in  
reinforced concrete.

CHANNEL-FIX
For the design of cast-in channels and inserts.

Register on the myfischer portal to use FiXperience online or 
download FiXperience for free.

SOLARPANEL-FIX
For the design and dimensioning of mounting 
systems for photovoltaic panels.

C-FIX
The anchor design program for steel and bonded 
anchor in concrete, as well as injection systems for 
masonry. Now with the new FEM design tool for the 
realistic design of anchorages.

MORTAR-FIX
To determine the injection resin volume for bonded 
anchors in concrete and masonry.

WOOD-FIX
For the calculation of on-rafter insulation systems 
and joints in structural timber engineering.

RAIL-FIX
For the design of fixings for railings on reinforced 
concrete slabs and staircases.

INSTALL-FIX
For the design and dimensioning of MEP  
installation systems.

FACADE-FIX
For the design of façade fixings with timber  
sub-structure.

108



Find out more information at 
https://software.solar-fix.com
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fischer design software
SOLARPANEL-FIX.

Discover the new SOLARPANEL-FIX calculation software.

SOLARPANEL-FIX is an Online module of the FiXperience Suite for 
the design of mounting systems for photovoltaic panels. It supports 
professionals in the design of the photovoltaic substructure 
through a clear and logical flow.

The software allows to automatically calculate the actions of snow 
and wind loads through the geolocation of the construction site. 
In addition, it allows to download the bill of materials to create the 
substructure, the installation plan and a technical report.

 Catalogue Solarsystems · Service
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Service · Portfolio

The fixing catalogue offers many facts and helps with quick
and safe product selection, e.g.:

 · Produktbeschreibungen mit Vorteile/Nutzen im Überblick
 · Tips for installation
 · Application aids
 · Detailed technical data and drawings
 · Basics of fastening technology
 · All you need to know about professional fixing

Catalogue fixing systems.
Products for use in fixing technology.

Order now: info@fischer.com

We offer a wide range of fixing solutions for the installation of  
insulation boards, such as:

 · Products for different building materials, materials, thicknesses  
and fire protection and system requirements.

 · System providers and installers of ETICS can find the optimal  
building the optimum solution in terms of building physics, easy  
to apply and safe solution within the framework of the European 
Technical Assessment (ETA).

Main catalogue EWI.
 
All about the fischer range for façades with external thermal insulation composite 
systems (ETICS) for new build and renovation.

Order now: verkaufsinnendienst@fischer.de
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All facts about the fischer installation systems and
their applications.

 · Presentation of products and systems with detailed technical data 
and illustrations.

 · Anchors suitable to fix installation system components.
 · Application support.
 · Basic knowledge of installat

Catalogue Installation Systems.
 
Products for use in installation technology.

Order now: info@fischer-international.com

Service · Portfolio

Catalogue FireStop. 
Products for use in passive fire protection.

The FireStop catalogue offers many facts and helps with fast  
and safe product selection, e.g.:

 · Basics of passive fire protection
 · Product and system presentations
 · Application aids
 · Detailed technical data and drawings

Order now: verkaufsinnendienst@fischer.de
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Service · Portfolio

The Façade Systems catalogue offers many facts and helps with 
quick and safe product selection, e.g.:

 · Presentation of Zykon panel anchor, machine technology, drill bits, 
subframes, general fixing products and accessories with detailed 
technical data and illustrations.

 · Application support.
 · Basic knowledge about undercut anchors and subframe systems.
 · Available design software

Catalogue Façade Systems.
All facts about the fischer façade range and its applications.

Order now: info@fischer.com

The Cast-in Channel catalogue shows innovative and secure 
solutions, offers comprehensive information and helps with a quick 
selection of system components.

 · Presentation of the bolt and rail types and their possible combinati-
ons, with detailed technical data and illustrations

 · Application support and references
 · Basic knowledge on applications, processing and services
 · Available design software

Catalogue Cast-in Channels.
Products and applications of the fischer Cast-in Channel systems.

Order now: info@fischer.com
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Our catalogue for screws offers you a quick and reliable product 
selection. You will find many facts in it, such as:

 · Presentation of products with detailed technical data  
and illustrations.

 · Load tables for construction screws.
 · Application support.
 · Basic knowledge about connections with screws
 · Available design software.

Catalogue Screws.
 
All facts about the fischer screw range and their applications.

Order now: info@fischer-international.com

Service · Portfolio
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Service · Landesgesellschaften



The information in this catalogue is intended for general guidance only and 
is given without engagement. Additional information and advice on specific 
applications is available from our Technical Support Team. For this however, we 
require a precise description of your particular application. 
All the data in this catalogue concerning work with our fixing elements must be 
adapted to suit local conditions and the type of materials in use.
If no detailed performance specifications are given for certain articles and 
types, please contact our Technical Service Department for advice.

fischerwerke GmbH & Co. KG
72178 Waldachtal
Germany

We cannot be responsible for any errors, and we reserve the right to make 
technical and range modifications without notice.
No liability is accepted for printing errors and omissions.
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Dealer:

fischer stands for

Fixing Systems
Automotive
fischertechnik
Consulting
Electronic Solutions

www.fischer-international.com

fischerwerke GmbH & Co. KG 
Klaus-Fischer-Straße 1 · 72178 Waldachtal 
Germany 
P +49 7443 12 - 0 
www.fischer-international.com · info@fischer.de


